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Story Headline: Madison Rowlands wins Great Britain’s first Lillehammer 2016 gold in Ladies’ Skiing Freestyle Halfpipe

Event: Lillehammer 2016 Winter Youth Olympic Games
Date: 14 February
Place: Oslo, Norway

SHOT LOG & Transcripts of sound-bytes:

Madison Rowlands competing in the Halfpipe final.

Madison Rowlands walking out to receive her gold medal

Madison Rowlands waiting at the podium

Madison Rowlands stepping onto the podium and receiving her gold medal.

Madison Rowlands listening to the Great Britain National anthem.

Great Britain flag moving up the flag pole

All three medal winners standing together for photographs

Close up of Madison Rowlands

SOUNDBYTE: Madison Rowlands, Freestyle Skiing Ladies' Halfpipe Champion Lillehammer 2016 (English Language)
“I’m so happy I couldn't be happier.”

SOUNDBYTE: Madison Rowlands, Freestyle Skiing Ladies' Halfpipe Champion Lillehammer 2016 (English Language)
“No, I was still open to the idea that somebody else could win but it was a good result so I am happy.”

SOUNDBYTE: Madison Rowlands, Freestyle Skiing Ladies' Halfpipe
Champion Lillehammer 2016 (English Language)
“It was really good it was one of the best pipes I’ve skied in.”

SOUNDBYTE: Madison Rowlands, Freestyle Skiing Ladies’ Halfpipe
Champion Lillehammer 2016 (English Language)
“I have the slope-style here so that should be fun.”

Madison Rowlands, holding her medal to camera.
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